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Abstract: Aircraft performance and noise database together with operational weights (depending on
flight distances) and operational procedures (including low noise procedures) significantly influence
results of noise exposure contour maps assessment in conditions of real atmosphere. Current rec-
ommendations of the Standard SAE-AIR1845A allow the definition of flight profiles via solutions of
balanced motion equations. However, differences are still supervised between the measured sound
level data and calculated ones, especially in assessing the single flight noise events. Some of them
are well explained by differences between balanced flight parameters (thrust and velocity first of
all) and monitored ones by the traffic control system. Statistical data were gathered to make more
general view on these differences and some proposal to use them in calculations has been proven.
Besides, the real meteorological parameters provide inhomogeneous atmosphere conditions always,
which are quite different from the main assumptions of the SAE-AIR1845A, stipulating inaccuracies
of sound level calculations.
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1. Introduction

Current recommendations on aircraft noise calculations are defined by ICAO docu-
ment 9911 [1]. Its methodology applies to long-term average noise exposure only, “ . . . it
cannot be relied upon to predict with any accuracy the absolute level of noise from a single
airplane movement and should not be used for that purpose”. These recommendations
are looking enough for overall noise exposure and impact assessment from the airport
activities, used for a number of purposes in aircraft noise management, including the
noise zoning around the airports. Current versions of appropriate models and software
(INM, ANCON, STAPES, SONDEO, IsoBella, etc., [2–6]) are fully correspondent with these
recommendations, all of them were verified by CAEP for their relevance with Doc 9911 [1].
In their structure and main methodical approach existing models are integrated noise
models, they combine the assessment module of the flight path parameters necessary for
noise calculations and the aircraft noise assessment module itself.

However, a number of national noise regulation rules require single noise event
assessment or via LAmax, or via LAE (SEL), or via any other noise descriptor, which is
correspondent with separate noise events, particularly with aircraft flying-by. The LAmax is
the peak noise level of the event in decibels, the LAeq is the averaged during specific time
period sound level, which includes the event in decibels, and the SEL is the average sound
level for the event in decibels accounting for both intensity and duration–generally talking
exposure. SEL takes all of the energy under the line in a sound pressure level versus a time
graph and compressed it to a 1-second value. SEL for each flight operation is then adjusted
to reflect the duration of the operation and arrive at a “partial” contribution to noise index
LDN (or LDEN) for the operation [1]. The partial LDN are then added logarithmically to
determine total noise exposure levels at any point of noise control for the average day of
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the year. For example, the Sanitary Norms of Ukraine [7] still require for assessment of
LAmax together with LAeq during the day (07:00–22:00) and night (22:00–07:00) periods for
any type of source, aircraft noise also. Thus, the noise zoning around the airports is defined
by calculations of LAmax, LAeq, LDEN (European noise index is also required to be assessed
by newish aviation rules of Ukraine APU-381 [8]). The predefined maximum size (area)
for any of these criteria should be used for the adoption of appropriate noise zone and
protection measures.

Usually, the aircraft fleet and air traffic with appropriate distribution of flights be-
tween the routes are necessary input data for aircraft noise calculations. ICAO DOC
9911 guidance [1] for use in Ukraine is somewhat limited in calculating the maximum
sound level LAmax and/or sound exposure level LAE, but is mandatory for use in accor-
dance with the requirements of the aviation rules of Ukraine APU-381 [8] for spatial noise
zoning around the airport. Complementarily to this any new development inside the
specific noise requires the assessment (preferably by measurements) of LAmax together with
LAeq at its location for comparison with the norms for this territory and if necessary–to de-
fine appropriate protection measures from aircraft noise impact. Follow-up measures–noise
monitoring, performed either or as portable or as continuous aircraft noise measurements
in the vicinity of airports–must be done at this site and other locations for comparison
to show the adequacy of predefined and realized noise protection measures. And once
again monitoring (instrumental or calculation-based at sites where measurement terminals
are absent) should be provided for the maximum sound level of any peak noise events
LAmax, sound exposure level LAE and for the equivalent sound level LAeq (for example,
LAeq, logged with a 1 s step usually for current monitoring requirements [9]) for a specific
period of the day to inform the population and authorities how the noise norms are fulfilled
and if they are still violated—the new measures to protect the people from noise must be
proposed. In such a case, the requirements for the accuracy of noise calculation models are
quite similar to the accuracy of an instrumental noise assessment.

2. Basic Calculation Equations and Terms

For any particular environmental acoustic source including an aircraft its sound
pressure level (SPLΣ) at any point of noise control at distance R from the source [10,11] is
defined by the following equation:

SPLΣ( f ) = 10 log
n

∑
i=1

100.1[Lw−∆Lθ−∆L f −∆Lv−∆Lint−∆Lscr−20 log R
R0

−α(R−R0)] (1)

where LW is the sound power level for the particular i-th acoustic source of the aircraft
under consideration, normalized to the reference distance R0 (usually R0 = 1 m); n–number
of acoustic sources with an essential contribution to the overall spectrum of the aircraft at
specific flight stage (or flight mode); ∆LΘ is the correction for directivity of sound radiation;
∆Lf is the spectral correction for frequency band f ; ∆Lv is the correction for aircraft speed
v; ∆Lint is the correction for sound interference corresponding to the “ground” noise
attenuation; ∆Lscr is the correction for sound diffraction corresponding to noise attenuation
by acoustic screen, and α is the sound absorption coefficient in air. The main contributions
in this model from the source are defined by LW, ∆LΘ, and ∆Lf–these contributions are
defined by models of the individual acoustic sources of the aircraft as listed in [10].

The number of acoustic sources that are sufficient for the particular type of aircraft
under consideration depends on the type of the engine in its power plant and on aircraft
flight mode. The model of dominant acoustic sources for overall aircraft noise assessment
TRANOI [10,11] is based on semi-empirical models for them as it is recommended by
ICAO Manual [12] and it has quite a high accuracy for spectral and overall SPL assessment
(σΣ = ±1.2 dB) of the aircraft in any possible flight event. The use of such a sophisticated
acoustic model of the aircraft in a number of noise management tasks is still impossible. It
is due to the huge number of input data necessary to calculate all components of the model.
All acoustic sources properties of the aircraft under consideration at departure and/or
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arrival airport, are mostly unavailable for wide usage due to their confidential character
(they are protected by the manufacturer of the aircraft and engine).

To simplify the calculation procedures for aircraft noise assessment in and around
the airports an approach of Noise-Power-Distance-relationships (NPD-relationships or
NPD-dependences) was introduced [1,13], which is still the most common type of acoustic
model for aircraft and usually included in integrated noise models and used for calculating
the noise levels around airports. For example, the contribution to the sound exposure level
LAE from each flight path segment is calculated as follows (Doc 9911 [1], ECAC [13]):

LE,seg = LE∞(P, d) + ∆V + ∆I(ϕ)− Λ(β, l) + ∆SOR + ∆F (2)

where LE∞(P,d) is the initial value of sound exposure level for the flight segment of infi-
nite length, which is determined based on the interpolation of NPD-dependences data
for the actual values of thrust (or power) of the engine P and distance d, corrections
∆V , ∆I(ϕ), Λ(β, l), ∆SOR are quite similar to corrections of the model (1)–the correction for
aircraft speed ∆Lv, the correction for directivity of sound radiation ∆LΘ, the correction for
sound interference corresponding to the “ground” noise attenuation ∆Lint, but they are
generalized for total aircraft fleet–not specific to aircraft type. The correction ∆LF is a ratio
of sound energy received from a particular segment to the energy received from an infinite
flight path, it is used for exposure levels only.

NPD-relationships in model (2) include the sound power level of the aircraft type
under consideration and the two last corrections of the model (1) for divergence and
absorption of the sound waves in a real atmosphere. Because the sound absorption is
frequency-dependent the corrections for sound directivity pattern ∆LΘ and frequency band
∆Lf of the noise source also influence NPD-data sufficiently.

A similar concept to NPD-relationships–noise radius RN–is used in a Ukrainian cal-
culation method [11]. It is an extension of the concept of the shortest distance d that is
used in NPD-relationships. The moving aircraft is represented as an axially-symmetric
noise source, around which the cylindrical surfaces with constant sound levels are formed,
such as shown in [10]. For any time-integrated (exposure type) sound levels (or noise
indices) at constant flight operational mode and specific magnitude of exposure levels
the product RN × v = const, as a function of noise radius RN and flight velocity v only.
This result has been verified by different numerical investigations for a variety of aircraft
types, even after accounting for the influence of atmospheric absorption in various states of
atmosphere. At high flight velocities, airframe noise sources contribute to the magnitude
of overall aircraft noise level sufficiently compared to engine noise sources, due to this
the relationship RN × v =const is violated. However in most cases of practical interest,
the flight velocities do not exceed their critical values at take-off and landing conditions,
at least for aircraft with acoustical performances in accordance with the limits of ICAO
Chapter 14 [14], so this relationship can be used in calculations and modeling of aircraft
noise around airports. The correction to exposure type sound levels for variations of flight
velocity v is equal to the ICAO recommendation:

∆Lv = 10 log(
v
v0

) (3)

where v0 is the reference velocity usually used for NPD-relationships determination.

3. Historical Development of the Integrated Aircraft Noise Models

The simplest type of aircraft noise model is confined to the so-called aircraft grouping
method and includes the definitions of noise footprints (contours for specified values
of noise indices and areas, bounded by these contours—Figure 1) for any group of the
aircraft and particular flight stage. Usually, two flight stages were considered as enough
for aircraft noise zoning and land use planning around the airports–departures (take-
off/climbing) and arrivals (descending/landing) of the aircraft. Flight paths for departure
and arrival were defined with respect to the predefined group, for example in the first
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Soviet Union method [15] there were 5 aircraft groups in a list, a basic group included
the Tupolev-134 and Tupolev-154, Iljushin-62, Antonov-10, and Antonov-12 aircraft. The
aircraft Antonov-22 and Iljushin-76 were included in the noisiest group, which was on
5 dBA noisier in comparison to the basic group. For all of them besides the averaged
flight profiles, there were also averaged relationships of the sound levels from the distance
(Figure 2), which were defined from the flight trials, averaged for the group, and used
further for noise calculations.

Figure 1. Noise footprint for the departure of the aircraft with two certification points inside: 1—
sideline point at take-off; 2—flight axis point at take-off and initial climbing.

Figure 2. Dependence of noise level LAmax with distance for departure (blue) and arrival (magenta)
flight paths [15]: (a) longitudinal dependence, the departure from runway end of roll during take-off;
arrival from the runway end of landing; (b) lateral dependence.

The idea of noise certification of the aircraft was developed at this time, but still
not included in consideration to aircraft noise calculation, never mind the direct correla-
tion was shown between the values of sound levels (noise indices) at certification points
(Figure 1) and noise footprint area/size for appropriate flight stage [10]. This method
defines the appropriate group for the aircraft under consideration depending on the most
important operational parameters including take-off mass, number and type of engines in
the power plant.

The calculated noise footprints (or contours) were very close to the form of ellipse or
part of it, the method of aircraft type grouping predicts noise levels at the point of noise
control with an accuracy of ±5 dBA for take-off/climbing and ±3 dBA for landing.
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In principal, an ellipse may be defined as a result of the intersection between the plane
surface of noise calculation and a cylinder with radius a (shown in Figure 1), where a
cylindrical surface is defined by acoustic energy (or acoustic exposure) distributed around
the line source of noise generation by aircraft in move along the flight path (or it particular
part–flight segment). The difference between the certified noise level at take-off (L2) and
the level corresponding to the final point on the contour L along the flight (landing or
take-off) axis may be written (taking in mind a/a2 = x/x2):

L2 - L = Clg(a/a2) = Clg(x/x2), (4)

where the constant C defines the attenuation rate, for spherical spreading its value is near
to 20, a is the minimum distance from the flight path to the final point on the contour
(Figure 1), a2 is the minimum distance from the take off path to the certification point
No. 2 (for take-off). In a same way for the certification sideline point No. 1, the minimum
distance b1 enables connection of the certificated level L1 with final point of the (maximum
half-width) contour b:

L1 - L = Clg(b/b1) = Clg(y/y1). (5)

Since area S is proportional to the product x·y, then, from (4) and (5), it is proportional
to L2 and L1:

lg(S) = (L2 + L1)/C + D, (6)

which is the same as Equation (4.1.1) in [10]. Grounding on Equation (6) one may deduce
that for aeroplanes with quite equal certification levels the appropriate footprints will be
close to equal also.

Very close to linear the relationships between noise contour areas and EPNL values
for take-off flight procedures (for EPNL values at control point No. 2) and for landing flight
procedures (for EPNL values at control point No. 3), shown in Figure 4.1 in [10], confirm
this suggestion and prove the basic idea of the grouping of aeroplanes with similar noise
certification data in first noise contour calculation method [15]. The fruitful idea of the
aircraft grouping is still used even in current calculation methods [1]. If the necessary for
calculation data are absent in database for any aircraft it may be calculated by substitution
aircraft, which is definitive for calculated type in particular and for any other type of the
aircraft from the group, to which a substitution type is defined.

In the first ICAO document [16] on the subject of aircraft noise calculation, this radius
a (Figure 1) was called Noise-Power-Distance relationship (NPD-relationship), taking in
mind that for the first jet aircraft its noise was defined by jet engine completely and engine
power setting defines also the value of noise level at a specific distance or a value of distance
for specific noise level. In a number of works, this radius was called noise radius [10,11].
Because during the specific flight stage (either departure or arrival) the engine operation
mode is changing sufficiently an ICAO circular [16], so as an international standard SAE-
1845A [17], recommended to divide the flight path on a number of segments with specific
engine setting and wing flaps deflections and to use for these settings (power) a specific
NPD-relationship (NPD-curve). NPD-curves were defined as aircraft type specific—specific
to the aircraft group. It was assumed that the NPD-curve relationship adequately represents
the atmosphere state and flight segments in any airport study area. NPD-curves were
recommended to be defined during noise certification trials as detailed as it was necessary
to cover possible flight modes during the departure and arrival stages of the aircraft type
under consideration. Such procedure provided more accurate noise results in comparison
with the first aircraft noise calculation method at least on 1–2 dBA [10,11].

Current ICAO Doc 9911 [1] is much closer to standard SAE-1845A [17], it recommends
a number of improvements for the further increase of the accuracy of noise calculations:
a number of segments for the flight path is defined by requirements to the change of
the flight parameters like flight velocity, wing aerodynamic configuration, and engine
thrust, all of them are defined in accordance with meteorological parameters of the case
under consideration and flight safety requirements. In a part of noise level calculations,
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few corrections were introduced: for engine type (jet or propeller, Figure 3), for engine
installation (under the wing, over the wing, at the tail of the fuselage), and so-called
lateral attenuation effect. In ICAO Doc 9911 the engine type and installation effect are
combined in a single correction on engine installation effect (two lateral directivity functions
are employed: for aircraft with tail-mounted and wing-mounted engines respectively),
two corrections were remained specific–on lateral attenuation and on the directivity of
noise propagation from the aircraft (which accounts for the pronounced directionality of
jet engine noise behind the ground roll segment, Figure 3). All the corrections in ICAO
Doc 9911 [1] and SAE-1845A [17] are used as averaged for the overall aircraft fleet. An
ECAC Doc 29 [13] recommends using two corrections on noise directivity –for turbofan-
powered jet aircraft and for turboprop-powered aircraft, which contribute essentially for
noise footprint contour and area first of all for departure flight noise–at takeoff roll of the
aircraft along the runway.

Figure 3. Aircraft engine directivity pattern. Where: (a) Turbojet and turbofan with small by-pass ratio engine [15];
(b) Propeller and turboprop engine [15]; (c) Comparison with ICAO Doc 9911 for the backward direction.

3.1. Lateral Attenuation

Lateral attenuation due to SAE Standard AIR1751A [18] was processed and presented
in a way how overall aircraft noise is attenuated to the side of the aircraft flight pathrelative
to the level directly beneath it. The standard equation was derived empirically from a large
set of flight noise data based on aircraft types with ICAO Chapter 2 acoustic performances,
including and predominantly with tail-mounted engines such the Boeing 727, Lockheed
L-1011, Falcon 20, Falcon 50, Douglas DC-9, Douglas DC-10, etc., [18]. The equation for
lateral attenuation presented in Standard AIR1751A is calculated as a function of lateral
distance d and elevation angle β only [18]—without any difference to the spectrum of
noise generated by aircraft and to a surface covering performances over which the effect is
observed. This lateral attenuation model is considered as still reliable by SAE 1845A [17]
and ICAO Doc 9911 [1], especially for aircraft with tail-mounted engines (Figure 4) but the
latest SAE Standard AIR-5662 [19] method recognizes that part of this “lateral attenuation”
is, in fact, a lateral directionality associated with engine installation effects. Measurement
results even show an amplifying effect for bigger elevation angles as for departures, so as
for arrivals. This suggestion was proved the experimental data of the engine installation
effects investigation [20] showing the significant differences in the engine installation
component of lateral attenuation between jet airplanes with wing-mounted engines and jet
airplanes with tail-mounted engines. Possible reasons for these differences are related to
the differences in physical geometry of these two groups of airplanes.
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Figure 4. Measured lateral attenuation versus elevation angle and versus SAE prediction [21]:
installation effect contribution for the airplane with engines in the tail is higher than or under
the wing.

By Standard AIR-5662 [19] this attenuation is still termed “lateral attenuation” and is
in excess of the attenuation from wave divergence and atmospheric absorption. It is applied
to turbofan-powered transport-category airplanes with engines mounted at the rear of
the fuselage or under the wings or general-aviation airplanes. Sound wave propagation
is considered over “acoustically soft” ground surfaces such as lawn or field grass. So,
the method is inconsistent with “acoustically hard” ground surfaces such as frozen or
compacted soil, asphalt, concrete, water, or ice.

3.2. NPD-Relationship for Homogeneous Atmosphere

All current software products, such as Integrated Noise Model (the FAA’s Integrated
Noise Model–INM–is well known amongst noise modeling specialists), are integrated
models because their two basic components–flight path and acoustic modules–are used to
assess a complete noise event–a separate flight of the aircraft over the investigated area or
a specific noise control point [10,11]. Noise data in their databases are usually supplied
by aircraft manufacturers in the form of NPD-curves [1], which are provided for standard
values of temperature and humidity and for a homogeneous atmosphere. Different aircraft
noise models consider the same physical phenomena but do so with different levels of
detalization and different sets of specific computational algorithms. Flight profiles (flight
trajectories in the vertical plane) of the aircraft are determined by solving a system of
equations of balanced motion recommended by existing methods and standards [1,17],
using data for the required coefficients from the ANP database supported by Eurocontrol
today (www.aircraftnoisemodel.org, accessed on 2 April 2021). It includes the data for
around 200 aircraft types in the database, as for flight profiles, as for noise calculations.

For all the methods the flight profiles are considered in space in accordance with flight
routes in the vicinity of the airport (or of the specific runway), which are shown in flight
charts for the airport as nominal flight tracks. Accuracy of noise calculations depends on
how close to the flight chart track a flight path is realized in a real situation, usually a flight

www.aircraftnoisemodel.org
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path distribution exists inside a flight corridor (which may be predefined by flight chart for
any route as lateral limits relatively to flight track) with axis along the flight track (Figure 5).
ICAO Doc 9911 [1] in the current edition provides the calculation scheme of such possible
distributions (close to normal distribution), which are important for the calculation of
equivalent sound levels and/or day-night noise indices. It is absolutely incorrect for single
flyover event noise assessment, which should be closer to real flight trajectory parameters.
Taking all this in mind the simplified scheme of any integrated noise model is looking like
shown in Table 1.

Figure 5. Construction of noise restriction zones taking into account the possible deviation of aircraft from standard
route [15]: (a) the corridors for departure and arrival; (b) noise contours: 1—for the nominal route; 2—with an account of
possible deviation of aircraft from the nominal route.

Table 1. Simplified scheme of integrated aircraft noise model development in historical perspective.

Integrated Aircraft Noise Model Structure Period
Source (Aircraft) Performances Model Noise Performance Model

Lateral Distribution of
the Flight Routes Vertical Flight Path Noise-Distance

Relationship Corrections

Tracks and flight
corridors from the

Flight Chart

Flightpath for specific
flight stage and
aircraft group

Dependence of noise
level with distance

along flight axis

Lateral sound level change from
longitudinal value along flight axis 1970–1980s

Calculated flight path
for specific flight stage

and specific
aircraft type

NPD-curves for the
specific aircraft type

(with specified engine
type in power plant)

averaged for overall aircraft fleet
corrections for engine installation
effect, lateral effect, the directivity

of noise propagation

1990s

Tracks and flight
corridors from the

Flight Chart + lateral
distribution of

the flight

Calculated flight path
for specific flight stage

and specific aircraft
type in accordance with

real meteorological
parameters

NPD-curves for specific
aircraft type with the

possibility to
recalculate them in

accordance with real
meteorological

parameters and a
spectral class of

the aircraft

Corrections for engine installation
effect for the tail and under the

wing-mounted engines, the
directivity of noise propagation for

by-pass and propeller engines,
lateral effect still general for

overall fleet

2000–2010s

Real tracks (from the
airport radar data)

Real flight paths (from
the airport radar data) NPD-curves for specific

aircraft type
recalculated in

accordance with real
meteorological

parameters and a
spectral class of the

aircraft

Real flight tracks (from
the airport radar data

or ADS-B data) Real flight paths (from
the airport radar data

or ADS-B data)

Corrections for engine installation
effect for the specific aircraft type,
directivity of noise propagation,

and ground (not lateral) effect for
specific aircraft type or

spectral class

2010–2020s
Real flight tracks and

taxiing tracks (from the
ADS-B data)

Today for a number of airports because of their specific aerodrome layout, infrastruc-
ture, and much quieter aircraft in operation due to ICAO Balanced Approach influence on
acoustic performances of new aircraft designs not only the flight stages contribute essen-
tially on noise footprints inside/around the airport, but taxiing of the aircraft to/from the
runway from/to the gates close to terminals may contribute also and must be included in
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calculations of noise contours to be used for noise zoning purposes. Widespread implemen-
tation of Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast system (ADS-B) [22] onboard the
aircraft, which are required by ICAO for safety purposes, first of all, even today simplifies
the procedure of aircraft supervising (both in flight and on the ground) providing real data
for noise source location necessary for further their noise exposure calculations in/around
airports. Currently, the aircrafts are nicely supervised and checked on how they fulfill the
flight corridor requirements and due to this, the lateral distribution of real flight trajectory
around the flight chart track is very narrow today providing quite a narrow noise footprint
in the result.

Differences in the calculation of the integrated models from measured values are the
result of an underestimation of the exposure level SEL of the take-off noise of the average
aircraft by ~3 dBA and during the descending before landing by ~1.5 dBA. The error of
instrumental measurement of sound levels of single flyover events in accordance with the
provisions of the modern international standard DIN 45,643 [23] is about 1 dBA, so the
discrepancy between the calculated and measured values for individual events is still too
large. Investigation of the reasons for underestimation of noise exposure in the calculation
of single events of aviation noise radiation and improvement of the model to approach the
measured values is one of the main tasks of the research, the practical result of which is to
improve calculation-based monitoring of aviation noise at and around the airports.

3.3. Flight Profiles Accuracy

Flight profiles in real operation differ greatly from the results of prediction for balanced
motion usually, as for take-off/climbing, so as for descending/landing profiles [21,24]. The
differences are observed not only for the height-distance dependences but for the flight
speeds and engine thrust settings, which contribute much to the predicted levels of noise
also. For the take-off/climbing flight stage noise contour for LAmax = 75 dBA, which is
defined by input data for flight parameters observed in operation, may be longer on 3–5 km
in comparison to balanced flight input data as shown in Figure 6.

The acoustic basis of any aircraft noise simulation model consists of point sources that
move dynamically in time, somewhere, and sometimes represented by line sources along
the flight trajectories in horizontal and vertical planes. It includes the effects of geometric
propagation (divergence) of sound waves from the source, absorption of their acoustic
energy by air, and the effect of their interaction with the earth’s surface (interference of
direct and reflected waves from the surface). Different models consider the same physical
phenomena but do so with different levels of detalization and different sets of specific
computational algorithms.

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Comparison of measured and calculated noise contours for B-737 (a) and A-320 (b) aircraft
during departure flight: blue crosses and dashed line are shown for locations where the LAmax was
measured in airfield conditions; black contour–RF Acoustic Lab result of calculation; colored (85-red,
75-blue, 65-green) contours–US INM result of calculation [25].

Flight profiles in real operation differ greatly from the results of prediction for balanced
motion usually, as for take-off/climbing, so as for descending/landing profiles (Figure 7).
The differences are observed not only for the height-distance dependences but for the flight
speeds and engine thrust settings, which contribute much to the predicted levels of noise
also (Figure 8).

Figure 7. Flight profiles (height via distance) observed in operation (blue-colored) in comparison with balanced prediction
(red-colored) [21]: (a)—arrival; (b)—departure.

Review [26] is a good examination of SAE AIR-1845A methodology, realized in the
ANP database and both standards [1,17]. The FAA linear regression method for the
calculation of aerodynamic and flight performance coefficients was tested, validated, and
refined for the six study airplanes. As the regression is developed using procedures for
a wide range of airport altitudes, airplane weights, and atmosphere temperatures, the
resulting coefficients can reproduce flight profiles over a similar range of conditions. A key
attribute of the FAA method is the use of the manufacturer’s flight profile data directly,
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which are easier and more intuitive for the industry to produce than the ANP database
coefficients. This distinction also simplifies error checking, and the bounds of the matrix of
flight profile data determine the range of applicability of the coefficients.

Figure 8. Balanced predictions for departure thrusts are much less than observed in operation thrusts.
The data for the figure is used from [21].

3.4. Arrival Flight Profile Parameter Analysis

In Figure 9 (combined from four figures, which were taken from [21]) the data for
arrivals for two types of aircraft are shown. If to look at the flight speed (on the top of
Figure 9) it should be found that operational speeds (blue lines) vary along the glide path
and sometimes their values may be reduced below the flight safety requirements (value of
balanced flight solution, which is defined in accordance with safety requirements also, is
shown as a red line in Figure 9 at the top-left picture). In these cases a pilot must operate
with thrust, making engine operation mode higher, trying to return the speeds to the safe
values–so in reality we must consider overbalanced thrusts (due to flight control from
pilot to return the velocity into safe diapason—by arcs every reduced velocity in the top
left picture is connected with an increased thrust of the engine in the bottom left picture
in Figure 10). It was found that the thrusts may be two-times higher than the balanced
predictions for them. For some types of aircraft, the balanced predictions were found much
less than observed thrust in operation (Figure 10, on the right), which may be accessed as a
mistake in input values for coefficients (aerodynamic or thrust) in used databases.

By correction of the thrust at final glide slope descend for B-734 the LAmax is higher on
9–10 dBA than for similar ANP database result. Because of the very close location of this
difference i9n flight operation to the runway, it influences the smaller in size contour 85 dBA
making it 1–2 km longer as calculated by the IsoBella model and software (Figure 10). For
smaller LAmax the contours are not affected sufficiently by these flight control measures. If
balanced thrust and speed are seriously different from their measured and averaged values
(Figure 10, on the right) the influence of this difference will be observed for all the contours
(65–85 for LAmax) under investigation, not only for the smallest ones (for higher LAmax).
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Figure 9. Comparison between observed in operation (blue) velocities and thrusts and predicted
balanced values (red). The data for the figure is from [21].

Figure 10. IsoBella results for B-737-400 noise contours (approach/landing and take-off/climbing):
over—with input data for flight parameters observed in operation and below—for balanced input
data for flight parameters.

3.5. Departure Flight Profile Parameter Analysis

In Figure 8 the data for aircraft departure flight path are shown. To look at the flight
speed (bottom figure), it should be found that operational speeds (blue) vary along the
take-off/climbing stage of the flight path and usually are less than balanced values (red).
Appropriate operational thrusts are much less also (right figure), but both of them—speed
and thrust—are located in safe diapason, these data are the results of pilot operational
qualification/safety culture and may be defined for every airport/airline/aircraft via
statistical analysis. Fewer values for flight speed (right bottom in Figure 9) provide higher
altitudes for the flight path in comparison with balanced solution, fewer values for thrust
provides smaller altitudes for the flight path. By correction of the thrust with correspondent
height and speed at climb out the contour for the LAmax = 75 dBA is predicted longer on
1.5 km comparing with balanced flight input data for standard atmosphere conditions
as shown in Figure 11. The resulting difference between the real and balanced data may
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enhance the noise exposure in point and footprint like shown in Figure 11 (the real contour
for the LAmax = 75 dBA is predicted longer on 3.2 km comparing with balanced flight input
data), and/or reduce–like shown in Figure 12 (the real contour for the LAmax = 75 dBA is
predicted shorter on 2.9 km comparing with balanced flight input data). Underestimation
of sound level, both at departure and arrival, as a function to track distance, is observed
elsewhere for particular flight events, for example, as shown for US INM ver. 5.1 Figure 13
for aircraft type Boeing-737 in [26]. Close to runway overcalculation may be observed
(Figure 13b). On average INM predictions are about 3–5 dB lower than measured values
at high SEL (closer to runway) and till 10 dB lower at low SEL (far from the runway).
Such a pattern is typical for most analyses made elsewhere. The main contribution to this
is provided by the huge difference between the calculated balanced thrust of the engine
and the thrust observed in real flight (Figures 11c and 12c). Improvements for engine
thrust calculations must provide essential contribution in more accurate SEL (and LAmax)
assessment for separate flyover noise.

In particular, the results of the study of aircraft noise in operational conditions show
significant differences in flight profile (dependence of flight altitude on the distance in the
vertical plane), flight speed, and mode of engine operation from the values obtained when
calculating the equation of balanced motion, which are the basis of integrated models such
as INM (USA) and IsoBella (Ukrainian analog developed at National Aviation University).

Figure 11. Contributions of the inaccuracy in calculation of the flight profile parameters in an overall calculation accuracy
of the sound levels and noise contours for MD-81 departure. The flight data for the figure is used from [21]: (a)—flight path
height contribution; (b)—flight path velocity contribution; (c)—flight path thrust contribution; (d)—overall sound level is
rising on 3.5 dBA and noise contour 75 dBA increasing on 3.2 km along the axis of departure.
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Figure 12. Contributions of the inaccuracy in calculation of the flight profile parameters in an overall calculation accuracy
of the sound levels and noise contours for B-734 takeoff. The flight data for the figure is used from [21]: (a)—flight path
height contribution; (b)—flight path velocity contribution; (c)—flight path thrust contribution; (d)—overall contribution to
sound level and noise contours.

Figure 13. Comparison between measured and INM 5.1a calculated SEL for B-733 (combined from the figures, which
are taken from [26]): (a)—correlation between the measured and calculated data; (b)—overcalculation as a function to
track distance.
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3.6. Corrections for More Accurate Sound Level Assessment

If the calculation of noise levels for individual segments of the flight profile is inaccu-
rate on 1 dBA, the noise contour for the normative value of the sound level LAma = 75 dBA
is shifted by 1.5–2 km in the direction of flight (Figure 10). Comparisons with real mea-
surements usually show the smaller calculated values of sound levels for single events
in most of the cases. In our practice of the portable noise measurements (noise control
points were chosen on distances up to 2 km from runway, few of them very close to the
arrival/departure nominal route and beneath the flight path, some of them–up to 1 km
aside of it, aircraft fleet consists of short and middle distance airplanes like A-320, A-319,
B-737, B-738, B-735, EMB-195, MD-83, DH-8, ATR-72, ATR-42, F-70, SAAB-2000, RJ-85) the
diapason of changes at every point is quite huge, even for the same type of the aircraft and
same flight mode, but their difference from the predictions is much greater. If the maxi-
mum levels were calculated between 75–92 dBA for these points, the maximum measured
were between 78–99 dBA, the minimum–between 69–87 dBA, standard deviation between
measured and calculated σ = 1.2–3.9 dBA [25].

For the terminals of the continuous noise monitoring system located within 2–4 km
from the end of the runway, the averaged (arithmetic mean with standard deviation
σcт = 0.3–1.0 dBA) measured values of LAmax were greater than those calculated by
0.8–1.2 dBA for different types of medium-haul aircraft (MD 81–90, Boeing 737-500−800),
although in some cases differences for LAmax were observed up to 2–5 dBA (Figures 12 and 13).
Similarly, for the take-off/altitude phase along with flight segments that contribute to the
sound level on certain monitors (∆LAmax = 0.3–0.5 dBA, σcт = 0.2–0.5 dBA), the flight speed
is usually observed to be lower than the balanced value by 20–50 m/s, and the actual oper-
ational thrust of the engines is observed both higher and lower than the balanced value,
which generally causes a difference in sound levels ∆LAmax ± 4–5 dBA (Figures 11 and 12).
The noise circuit for LAmax 75 dBA (noise standard for the night according to the require-
ments of State Sanitary Rules [7]) for the takeoff of the aircraft type MD 81 increases along
the flight axis more than 3 km in this case.

The method of aircraft trajectory segmentation takes into account the peculiarities of
changes in flight parameters along with segments and their impact on sound level for the
current segment. In particular, the linearized equation for estimating the angle of elevation
along a rectilinear segment of the trajectory with a constant flight speed has the form:

γ = arcsin
(

k
{[

N(Fn/δam)avg/(G/δam)avg

]
− R

})
(7)

where the coefficient k = 1.01 according to the methodology of the SAE-AIR-5662 [19]
standard takes into account the increased climbing gradient due to headwinds with a speed
wv ≈ 4.1 m/s, and the equivalent airspeed inherent in climbing, v = 82.3 m/s, Fn/δam—the
available thrust of the engine, N—the number of engines, R—reverse aerodynamic quality,
namely, the ratio of drag to lift coefficient CX/CУ for a given set of wing mechanization
(flaps, slats, etc.), G is the total weight of the aircraft, δam = p/p0—the ratio of atmospheric
pressure p at the point on the trajectory to the standard value of air pressure at sea level
(p0 = 101,325 kPa).

In conditions of the actual operation, the value of the efficiency k is observed smaller,
in a number of investigations its value for the type Boing-737 (−400–800) varied between
0.79–0.845; for type MD81-MD90—in the range of 0.93–0.985, but for MD81 in some cases
the value k = 1.075. Accordingly, the calculated values of sound levels for departures are
less than measured for the Boing-737-400 till ~3 dBA, for MD-81~3.5 dBA [27].

4. Ground Effect Correction

From an acoustic phenomenon only it is somewhat difficult to accept that if one is
400 m out to the side of an aircraft flight path and the aircraft is only several tens of
meters above the ground surface or less, that one could expect an additional attenuation
in the order of 10 dB (A) would result from ground effect—a calculation scheme for this
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phenomena is shown in Figure 14a. It is somewhat even more difficult to accept that, if one
considers the same horizontal position but now increase the aircraft to few hundreds of
meters above ground level that there would be excess attenuation across the ground in the
order of 7 dB—these values are provided by the method incorporated in current standards
and recommendations [1,13,17,19].

Figure 14. Elevation angle for point of noise measurement beneath and lateral to flight path: (a)—
scheme to define the elevation angle β and distance l to the noise source; (b)—dependence of elevation
angle β from the lateral distance d (in meters).

4.1. Homogeneous Atmosphere

If one is utilizing NPD measurements from the aircraft directly above the measurement
position–directly how NPD data for the aircraft type should be evaluated [1,17], any
reflection from the ground surface (Figure 15) would have already been incorporated
in the results. The basic values of NPD-dependences are obtained during certification
measurements (for flight path altitudes of 100–700 m over the point of noise measurement
on a surface) for both takeoff and landing flight stages and if the microphone is installed
at a height of 1.2 m above the ground surface, both direct and reflected sound rays are
formed (in homogeneous atmosphere—as straight lines) and reach the microphone, the
interference between them creates the ground effect even at the longitudinal plane (at
points directly beneath the flight path, Figure 15c), not only for lateral to the trajectory
points of noise control, Figure 15b. That is, the correction for “lateral attenuation of aircraft
noise” is a methodologically incorrect definition, better to use “ground effect” for this
phenomenon. However, this fact is currently not taken into account by the ICAO Doc
9911 methodology and the standard SAE AIR 5662 [19].
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Figure 15. Elevation angle for point of noise measurement beneath (a) and lateral (b) to the flight path, and ahead of
the airplane (c) in the vertical plane: β—the elevation angle, θ—incidence angle, ψ—grazing angle and distance R to the
noise source.

To increase the accuracy of single noise event calculation, it is necessary to calculate
the correction for ground effect Λ(β,l) with higher accuracy and to use together with NPD-
dependencies from the ANP database to determine the sound level of a particular segment
of the flight path (Figure 14). Thus, for the take-off and descending flight profile at the
microphone installation points beneath the trajectory, the interference effect is up to 6 dBA
(Figure 16), which also introduces an error in the calculation of the maximum sound level
under conditions of neglecting the ground effect in a plane of the flight path. If the ground
effect was included in noise certification measurements thus the NPD-curves include it also
and the direct usage of the model (2) in such case will provide the account of ground effect
twice. For such case, the correction Λ(β,l) in model (2) must be the difference between
ground effects just beneath the flight path and for (lateral) point aside flight path plane. The
values of ground effect, as they are defined by the current ICAO Doc 9911 methodology,
should be appropriate for usage with NPD-data with excluded ground effect only.

Figure 16. Sound interference effect (or ground effect) measured beneath the take-off/climbing trajectory: (a) overall sound
pressure levels dependence with (for the microphone at height Hr = 1.2 m) and without (for the microphone at height
Hr = 0.0 m) ground effect; (b) ground effect d Lint itself.

The latest investigation of the ground effect for aircraft noise [21,28] confirms that the
current ICAO Doc 9911 methodology is overestimating the ground effect (as it is shown in
Figure 4), especially newish types of aircraft, most of which with engines installed under
the wing.

4.2. Inhomogeneous Atmosphere

The last point of concern about the accuracy of ground effect assessment in any
possible condition—how the wind speed gradient along the height over the ground surface
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and direction of the wind and also the temperature gradient influence the sound refraction
between the aircraft (source) and point of noise measurement (receiver). With positive
sound refraction (the sound speed increases with the altitude-sound waves are refracted
down to the ground) ground effect may decrease, with negative (the average sound speed
is decreasing with altitude, typically at daytime)—increase, in both cases the influence of
sound incidence angle change will be most essential for total ground effect change. The
influence of sound rays refraction on the ground effect was studied and it is shown in
Figure 17 for sound speed gradient change in a range 0–0.005 s−1, it can be seen that for its
positive value the ground effect decreases with increasing gradient: within the influence of
the temperature gradient (a = 0.00001–0.0005 m−1) by 1–2 dBA, in the presence of wind
(a = 0.001–0.005 m−1) downwards the propagation of sound, the effect may be at the level
of its neglecting.

Figure 17. Influence of the vertical gradient of the sound speed on ground effect (soft acoustic
surface—grass cover) [27].

Figure 18 show a comparison of estimated from four airport’s short-term measure-
ments of lateral attenuation of ground-to-ground (LA/GTG) sound propagation (source
of noise is located on the ground, as a receiver microphone) with the calculated values of
ground attenuation for NOITRA model with (a > 0) and without refraction (a = 0) and for
equation from SAE AIR5662 [28]: for wind conditions “Upwind”, “Calm” and “Down-
wind”, respectively. The measurements were done similarly to noise trials at Figure 17—by
microphones at Standard height 1.2 m and close to surface ~0.0 m, where interference
effect or ground attenuation was defined by the difference between the measured values.
SAE AIR5662 [19] does not include 1.5 dB of engine installation effects for airplanes with
wing-mounted jet engines. The measured data for ground attenuation are located between
the “Upwind” and “Downwind” calculation curves from [29], closely to “Calm” curve,
which provides smaller values in comparison with current ICAO Doc 9911 [1].

Figure 19 shows a comparison of the Air-to-Ground (ATG) component of lateral
attenuation by using data of long-term noise monitoring at Narita airport from 50 selected
stations located beneath and beside the straight flight route of the aircraft take-off. The
shown in Figure 20 1751M-data (red line) were calculated with the modified reformulation
of AIR 1751A [18] in accordance with proposed equations in [29].
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Figure 18. Comparison of lateral attenuation of ground-to-ground (LA/GTG) at 4 airports in
Japan [28] (small dash lines) with existing formulas from the standards [18,19] and refraction influence
investigation with NOITRA (dash lines).

Figure 19. Results of the average of estimated EGA/ATG respectively for the three wind conditions
(upwind, calm, and downwind) [28] compared with EGA/ATG value from standards [18,19]: ground
effect decreasing the overall sound level is observed for elevation angles β < 12◦; for higher eleva-
tion angles (12◦ < β < 70◦) the ground effect may increase the overall sound level at the point of
noise control.
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Figure 20. Influence of the vertical gradient of atmospheric air temperature on the difference of the
calculated data in comparison to tabular values of NPD-dependences [27].

Instead of constant 1.089 in the definition of distance factor Γ(λ) in [1,13,17] the
term of G0(Vw, Tg) was introduced, it expresses a contribution of vector wind Vw using
a sigmoid function and the second term considers the effect of temperature gradient
Tg using a product of two sigmoid functions of respectively temperature gradient and
vector wind [29,30]:

G0
(
VwTg

)
= 5

[
1 +

2
1 + e0.6Vw

]
+ 2

2

1 + e0.1Tg2

1
1 + eVw (8a)

and Λ(β) is long-range air-to-ground lateral attenuation given by

Λ(β) = −0.925 + 0.044β+ 1.922 · exp(−0.13β) for 0◦ ≤ β ≤ 12◦ (8b)

Λ(β) = 0 for 12◦ ≤ β ≤ 90◦ (8c)

Quite similar changes were proposed in [31] for long-range air-to-ground lateral attenuation:

Λ(β) = 1.137 − 0.0229β + 9.72 · exp(−0.142β) for 0◦ ≤ β ≤ 50◦ (9a)

Λ(β) = 0 for 50◦ ≤ β ≤ 90◦ (9b)

Both Figures 18 and 19 show clearly that comprehensive measurements of the ground
effect including meteorological effects on aircraft noise propagation aside of flight path,
which were made with analysis of long-term observations of unattended noise monitoring
of aircraft flyover noise around the airports, mostly at Narita Airport [28]. The results were
divided into 3 classes of wind conditions, which are highly influencing sound refraction,
but the observed meteorological conditions include the changes of seasons, temperature
and humidity, wind and cloud in fact [28]. The calculated data with NOITRA model
for calm conditions and averaged spectral class of the aeroplane noise at arrivals, also
shown in Figure 19, confirm that ground effect in dependence to elevation angle changes
dramatically from attenuation at quite small angles to amplifying effect at bigger elevation
angles, which are in good correspondence with measurement results [28–30].

4.3. Inhomogeneous Atmosphere Influence on NPD-Data

The vertical gradient of the temperature exists always, for the standard atmosphere it
is negative −6.5 ◦C/km. The study of the influence of the atmospheric state was performed
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to assess the NPD-data in dependence on temperature, pressure, humidity, which differ
from the values of the standard atmosphere at sea level and along the altitude. In a ho-
mogeneous (non-refracting) atmosphere with changes in temperature and humidity (they
have the greatest effect on the value of atmospheric sound absorption) within temperature
−30 ◦C < t < +30 ◦C and humidity 1% < h < 85% of the values of sound exposure levels
may differ from the ANP-data (which were defined for t = 25 ◦C and h = 70%) within
diapason between −10 dBA and +15 dBA (larger deviations are observed for very dry air)
for different aircraft spectral classes (used in current ANP database) in the flight modes of
arrival and departure.

Under conditions of the inhomogeneous atmosphere, the influence of different profiles
of temperature, pressure, humidity with altitude on the values of NPD-data for differ-
ent spectral classes from the ANP database: for conditions of the standard atmosphere
(GOST 4401-81) with a vertical temperature gradient −6.5 ◦C/km and the dependence
of atmospheric sound absorption in accordance with GOST 31295.2-2005 (ISO 9613/2),
the calculated values differ from the tabular ones on average up to ±2 dBA (Figure 20),
their difference from other possible vertical temperature gradients in the atmosphere is
insignificant. Influence of changes in the vertical humidity profile (in the range of 30–85%
on the ground surface and up to 1% at the height of the maximum distance used in ANP
database) from the values of GOST 31295.2-2005 and with constant temperature along the
height over the ground surface—within ±1 dBA.

The dependencies “noise-power-distance” or NPD-dependence are decisive in the
sound levels calculation, both for the single flight noise events and flight scenarios at the
airport. In the current ANP database, their tabular values are given for the type of engine
installed on aircraft, although for modern aircraft the contribution of aerodynamic noise
produced by airflow around the wing and its mechanization is also significant, especially
during the arrival stages of flight, where the engine operation mode is close to idle and the
flaps and slats of the wing and gear are in a deflected position.

For aircraft with turbojet engines with high by-pass degrees (men > 10), the contribution
of airframe noise is significant even at the departure flight of the aircraft. Therefore,
neglecting the contribution of airframe noise today also significantly affects the accuracy of
sound level calculations for both takeoff and landing. For A-320 and Boeing-737 aircraft of
various modifications, the noise exposure from engines during aircraft arrival is ~10 dBA
lower than the airframe noise exposure, so the study of aircraft noise, especially during
arrival stages, should be used as the aerodynamic configuration of the aircraft-engine
mode-distance or NAPD-dependence.

According to the improved integrated model for calculating noise from the aircraft in
flight, the sound level generated by a separate segment of the flight path Lmax, seg, without
any obstacle along the sound propagation path should be described by the formula:

Lmax,seg = Lmax(P, A, d) + ∆I(ϕ)− Λs(β, l) + ∆SOR (10)

the contribution to the sound exposure level LAE from each flight path segment is calculated
by the formula:

LE,seg = LE∞(P, A, d) + ∆V + ∆I(ϕ)− Λ(β, l) + ∆SOR + ∆F (11)

where Lmax(P,A,d) and LE∞(P,A,d) are the values of sound levels from a particular segment
of the flight path, which is determined based on the interpolation of NAPD tabular data
(instead of NPD-data in Equation (2)) for the actual values of thrust or engine power P,
aerodynamic configuration A and distance d. Other corrections in Equations (7) and (8) are
the same as in the current model for aircraft noise calculation (2).

5. Discussion

The Noise-Power-Distance-relationship is a basic concept to calculate aircraft noise
contours for air traffic in the airport nowadays. Current ICAO [1] and ECAC [13] recom-
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mendations, such as the complementarily standards [17–19], provide necessary accuracy
for the calculation of equivalent levels and noise indices for the traffic scenario on their
basis. Separate flyover noise events are still assessed with poor accuracy, never mind the re-
quirements to operate with sound levels SEL and LAmax in a number of noise management
tasks are very high.

Two main subjects of model improvements are discussed in the article—the differ-
ence between flight parameters in real operation and their values defined from solving
a balanced system of aircraft movement. Statistical preparation of the data, observed in
operation at the airport under consideration, provides more accurate values for flight thrust
and velocity. The statistical values for coefficient k in Formula (4) from real operation allow
to use more accurately the NPD-data and to cover the difference up to 5 dBA between
calculated and measured sound levels under the flight paths.

Second important observation—how is influencing on calculated results the principal
assumption of the method [1,7–19] about homogeneous atmosphere conditions. At the first
stage for every compared integral model [2–6], the aircraft flight parameters are assessed for
conditions with changed atmosphere parameters (air pressure, temperature, and humidity)
along with the altitude. At the second stage, the noise levels are assessed for conditions of
the homogeneous atmosphere, which is looking like methodological violation from one
side, and from another side—new inaccuracy is produced in sound level assessment. If to
look in Figure 15 for equal values of lateral distance at Figure 14a and vertical distance at
Figure 15b the equal NPD-data should be used, it is appropriate with basic assumption.
In real atmosphere due to change with an altitude of the meteorological parameters the
NPD-data in case of Figure 15a,b will be quite different due to the contribution of different
conditions for sound refraction, sound absorption (in case of Figure 15a it may be concerned
as constant per distance unit, in case of Figure 14b the calculated influence is shown in
Figure 20) and sound attenuation due to ground effect as shown in Figures 17–19. The
calculation accuracy may be improved till 5 dBA for separate flyover noise events by
consideration of inhomogeneous conditions for sound propagation in the assessment of
NPD-data and ground effect.

The ground effect itself should be considered as existing just beneath the flight path,
so the “lateral attenuation” effect is methodically wrong. For future editions of the recom-
mendations and standards [1,13,17–19], the term “ground effect” is looking enough.

For newish types of aircraft or their various modifications, especially with high by-
pass engines in power plants (by-pass ratio till 10–12), the noise exposure from engines
during aircraft arrival may be lower up to 10 dBA in comparison with airframe noise
exposure. The current study of aircraft flyover noise exposure, especially during arrival
stages, recommends using an aerodynamic configuration in basic noise-power-distance
table data–namely NAPD-data. This new approach is not considered in detail in this article
but will be a principal issue in near future.

6. Conclusions

The improvement of the integral noise model to calculate the sound exposure level
LAE and maximum sound level LAmax for a single flight noise event according to the
requirements to their accuracy may be achieved only with improvements of all basic
elements of the current ICAO Doc 9911 [1] guidance. The main element of the model is
the “noise-power-distance” dependence (NPD-dependence), which is recommended by
the ICAO Doc 9911 and the Standard [17], should be replaced on “noise-power-airframe-
distance”-dependence (NPAD-dependence), including the contribution of airframe noise
dependent from various possible aerodynamic configurations. The always measured
deviations of flight parameters from their balanced values (means the values, which are
the solution of the system of equation for balanced motion) and real parameters of the
state of atmosphere also contribute to the current inaccuracy of the single flight noise event
assessment. The error in estimating the sound levels from the individual segments of the
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trajectories during departure after take-off and arrival before landing may be reduced on
5–10 dBA.

The model for estimating the ground effect (interference of direct and reflected from
ground surface sound rays) should be improved in comparison with its current model of
the ICAO Doc 9911 [1], which is overestimating the effect and inappropriate for the types
of aircraft in use today. This may reduce the error by 4–6 dBA when calculating the sound
levels LAmax and LAE to assess a single flight noise event by removing the contribution of
the interference effect from NPD-dependencies and taking into account the correction for
each spectral class of aircraft (turbojet, turbofan, turboprop/propeller) for two types of
sound reflection surface–acoustically soft and hard.

The data from different research were reviewed in an article to show the similar view
of other experts on similar effects of sound propagation first of all. So the improvement of
the method [1,13,17–19] is of the highest importance in near future and the ways for this
are assessed and recommended.
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